As we rely more on technology, Ag operations are turning to mobile devices to electronically
record and transmit labor and productivity data to the office in real time. The PET Tiger
system is a comprehensive solution that accommodates all agribusiness.
PET Tiger manages every aspect of labor and productivity in
your operation; your field workers, labor contractors’ field
workers, packing house employees, equipment, administration,
as well as all other employees in their respective positions.
PET Tiger creates its own badges and works in conjunction
with a variety of devices to carry out the data collection and
transmission processes to meet the diverse needs of your
operation.
Leaders in the Ag industry are using PET Tiger to manage
their operations. Each user has a unique configuration for
collecting data from multiple types of devices into one central
database. Payroll data is sent to any accounting system or service. Any size operation, from the family farm to
global enterprises can benefit from this paperless and wireless
system.
The capability of smart devices, such as iPhone, iPad,
Android and Window’s products goes one step beyond data
collection. They are able to retrieve and send information via
PET Tiger; for payroll, cost accounting, labor contractor
reports, billing, compliance, management and logistics.
Biometric devices recognize employees by scanning their
hands, fingers, facial recognition, proximity or any
combination. These capabilities allow you to identify
employees, their attendance, and their duties. These portable
stations can be strategically placed throughout the operation
depending on your objective.
Scan stations collect data using a
gun-style barcode scanner and can
store it to a file on a PC/ laptop or
be linked directly to the server.
Data collected at these stations,
will be used to manage
productivity, and to create job
cards that will automatically calculate overtime earnings, bonus payments as well
as verification of mandated breaks and training.

For capturing data, there are a variety of “dumb” devices, such as batch scanners, which capture and log data
as a job is carried out. They record data both by time and by piece.
In real time all data collected on these devices is immediately available to managers who are able to track what
is happening in every facet of the operation. The power of the PET Tiger system is that it is developed to work
within your existing parameters. The wireless and real-time capabilities are priceless features of this inclusive
labor management solution.
The comprehensive HR module provides users the ability to create,
print and manage hiring reports like the I9 and W4. A log is created
within the program for auditing purposes. PET Tiger stores scanned
documents in the employee record. In-the-field hiring can be
accomplished as well.
PET Tiger’s Bonus module facilitates the creation of bonus pay for
supervisors and employees. Variables like number of employees,
employees’ hours, pieces picked/packed, weight and quality are all
considered. A simple screen is available for the user to select the desired variables and create the bonus pay.
The complexities of your delivery drivers’ pay are also managed with PET Tiger. Basic input screens are
available for your drivers to complete at the end of each day. The driver selects which jobs were performed and
enters the length of time for each, mileage pay is also calculated.
Safety and other training data can be
recorded and verified in PET Tiger. There
are many reports including a Certificate
of Completion and training logs. The
training information is sent out to the
Pocket PET program. The system then
restricts the users from timing an
employee in for jobs or equipment that
they have not been trained for.
The PET Tiger Mapping module visually provides, on a map, the status of
a company’s labor force. At any given time you can click on the flag in a
map and see who is working in the field, what task is being performed,
how much productivity has been achieved and what equipment is being
used etc. This feature allows supervisors, managers or owners the ability to
make decisions while in or out of the office. The maps are accessible on
any mobile device with internet access like smartphones, iPhones, tablets
as well as laptops or PCs.
Packing houses manage product label traceability with PET
Tiger. Employees are assigned labels with a series of barcodes.
Those labels are scanned into PET Tiger along with the
employees’ barcode. The employee places their sticker on each
piece handled. This tracks their pieces completed and provides
trace back for each clam shell, carton, sack or box.

Onsite and online installation and training are available to all users.
PET Tiger also provides extensive help screens within the program.
Orange Enterprises, Inc. works with users to tailor the system to their
needs
The ability to collect and manage your entire operation’s labor and
productivity can be at your fingertips 24/7. Functionality like parts
inventories, fuel tracking, and irrigation management are other
modules available within the PET Tiger system. PET Tiger provides a
complete solution to track your labor data, productivity, piece counts,
cultural activities, packing, shipping, and traceability.
Orange Enterprises, Inc. incorporates the newest mobile technology into today’s payroll accounting software
giving its user a seamless, paperless and wireless labor tracking solution.
For more information on deploying PET Tiger in your operation, contact Udi Sosnik.
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